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About This Content

Red Orbs can be used in Devil May Cry 5 to acquire new skills and power up your characters, as well as letting you go back into
battle after you lose.

Note: Purchased Red Orbs are saved to your save data, and so will be unrecoverable if you delete your save data. The maximum
number of Red Orbs you can have is 99,999,999, and additional orbs above this number will not be added. These orbs will not

count towards your records, and will not be reflected if you are playing Bloody Palace.
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Title: Devil May Cry 5 - 300000 Red Orbs
Genre: Action
Developer:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Franchise:
Devil May Cry
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8.1, 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460, AMD FX™-6300, or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x with 2GB Video RAM, or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 35 GB available space

Additional Notes: *Xinput support Controllers recommended *Internet connection required for game activation. (Network
connectivity uses Steam® developed by Valve® Corporation.)

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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Full controller support, does not say more or less that a controller is required. I went to look at the controls and there is no
mouse and keyboard controls listed, so I have no idea how to turn the map or anything with mouse and keyboard. It doesn't seem
you can delete a tower after you place it either. Maybe I am wrong about these things? No idea, can't find help about this
anywhere.

Awful voice acting, it just gets annoying to the point I want to skip it as fast as I can.

I thought you could build walls, it looked like a real fortress builder in the screen shots, but it is not, that is just the connectors
from one tower to the next. The Base Building part was what lured me in, but it is not actually base building, just tower
placement with automatic connectors. Not the same thing at all.. Awesome action-puzzle game!
Orb Labs, Inc. is a fresh breeze in the world of VR games.
It can be best described as (action-)puzzle and with that definitely reminds me of "Portal" in some moments.

The main mechanics of this game is throwing orbs. It is easy at first if you accept a certain variance of your target position. The
fun challenge is to master this throwing technique, becoming faster and more precise, which will help you beat later levels,
especially on higher difficulties. Later in the game you really feel like some kind of orb-ninja :)

Another great plus of this mechanics is the immersion. You really feel like getting the hands on a new technology. Teleporting
becomes reasonable (to some extend), unlike traditional "point-and-click"-navigation. And each new orb (cover, decoy, ...) adds
to this experience.

Speaking of which, using the different types of orbs to get around the puzzle rooms requires good thinking and even action-
packed evasion moves. You teleport, hear the alarm, crawl behind a box, grab the decoy orb,...
But there is always a multitude of possible solutions and an extra challenge is to get to the floors with as few orbs as possible.
Due to fairly distributed checkpoints ("reconstruction machines") the frustration is reasonably low (most of the time ;)) and you
are always eager to try "just one more time".

You wouldn't expect a deep story in that kind of game, but infiltrating an underground lab to uncover the shady experiments of a
company is enough to get me going. Plus, there is even more backstory to discover, if you have the patience to read each and
every hint on your way down ;)

After the story mode, you can try a higher difficulty, explore the floors for all the collectables and then... try the challenge
mode, my personal highlight! Beating each level as fast as you can with only a few orbs is so thrilling and... well, challenging... I
love it! Come, beat my WR :)

Polished gameplay, nice graphics, innovative ideas... and it's only a few dollars!
Definitely check it out!. It was so laggy that i got refund it said refund recieved it didnt give me it its a glitch or either i got no
refund idk. Cash Cow Died, Game Died.

Worst 2 Cent Ever Spend. THE GOOD: Great way to tell a narrative, good voice acting, nice soundtrack, appropriate aesthetic,
easy to 100%.
THE BAD: Difficult to work out what to do at the start, collision detection is iffy but not game breaking.

A four chapter story told through eavesdropping as a bird whilst busily collecting shiny things. A great experience.. I Fart in
your General Direction!. Really hard to understand and the tutorial is horrible. A waste of $15. I dont reccomend this game at
all.
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Spent 2 million to erase 1 million from opponent's bank account
10/10 would play again. This is an old game, but a good one. If you liked games like Red alert and C&C, then you'll like this
one The live action cutscenes are actually done well, and gameplay follows the old RTS style. Totally recommended for RTS
fans.. If you liked Sins of a Solar Empire then you will absolutely LOVE Star Ruler. - Everything like Sins, just bigger and more
interactive. You can create galaxies that contain over 10k+ Solarsystems and the same amount of ship which you can even
design yourself.. Man, I remember so many late nights playing this game. Was a shot load of fun, esp when I would fly drones
over a sniper and detonate right behind them. So sad this entire company collapsed.

I recently managed to locate the dedicated server files and was thinking about putting up a server and hopefully finding maybe
10 or more people who would want a weekly game night for FFOW. I dont even see any dedicated servers available for rent
anymore so I doubt anyone plays much.

Any interest? Hit me up on steam.

BEWARE if you are buying this game: I remember single player was fun but there is NO multiplayer. You can start a LAN
game but there are NO BOTS to play against. So you better have friends pleb.. Quick Review: Buy it but buy it on a tablet

Long Review: Dungelot: Shattered Lands is a rather unique game that can best be described as a roguelike dungeon crawler with
minesweeper mechanics thrown in. While that sounds like a massive headache it actually works fantastically well and makes for
an easy to play yet surprisingly deep and addictive experience.

Also available on IPad it is actually the third in the Dungelot series. The first not surprisingly called Dungelot was released back
in 2013 and was well received on mobile platforms. The sequel Dungelot 2 adopted a F2P model that was slightly less well
received. Shattered lands returns to the first games pay upfront model and is largely more successful for it. The difference in
prices between versions however is big with the Mobile version coming in at £2.99 or your regional equivalent and the steam
version coming in at a considerably more expensive £6.99. Now while this game is definitely worth £6.99 as I am about to tell
you I would 100% recommend picking this up on mobile as to be honest I actually found this game perfectly suited to playing
on an iPad and actually preferred that version more.

The core game-play of Dungelot: Shattered Lands sees you explore dungeons made up of a number of different floors where
you must find the key on each floor to proceed to the next. This is done by tapping to uncover squares which contain items and
monsters. When a monster is uncovered you are unable break any adjacent blocks until it is dead which you may need to in
order to search further. You do not have to kill a monster you uncover but if the key has not yet been found you may not have a
choice.

Monsters get strong rather quick and often the deck is stacked against you. Monsters almost always attack first, they are littered
with battle cries and death rattles and some make other adjacent monsters stronger. Really this game is a roguelike puzzle game
and man is it fun.

As you progress you uncover a variety of different loot that help your adventure. Armour gives you extra buffs and abilities, all
important food can be gained to stop hunger setting in as you lose a hunger point each floor, the usual life, armour and attack
stats and a number of different offensive items. A personal favourite other item of mine is the lantern that reveals the location
of enemies on the floor.

Each of the game characters that are unlocked as you progress also come with a number of different spells. The Paladin for
instance has an instant damage or heal spell and the vegan vampire can cast a spell to move a monster to a different location
(which is very handy to search nearby blocks without fighting overpowered mobs).

Another key mechanic comes in the form of salvaging which allows you to destroy an item to gain charge which increases the
likelihood of gaining one off buffs and abilities. There is also a mood system in the game but honestly compared to the effect of
other things its use is largely unimportant.

Every 5 floors you enter a merchant and there are other floors mixed in throughout the dungeon with other mechanics. The
dungeons are all randomly generated which ensure that each run-through is a new experience.
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In terms of the iPad version (which is by far the more sensible and in my mind better buy) it is a nice change of pace from the
f2p offerings currently littering the ipad store. It is a nice change to have a decent difficulty curve and not be met by in game
currency nonsense, stupid replenishing stamina and the ability to buy cheats. This is a proper and may I say very challenging
game.

There are a few quality of life issues that I wish could be changed. Due to the nature of how the levels work there is a lot of
wasted space at the edge of the screen. Why the inventories are not there as opposed to being on a separate screen is a bizarre
move. Also I sometimes wished I had the option of playing as more characters from the start as opposed to unlocking one each
act.

Overall though Dungelot: Shattered Lands is a great game the I would say is definitely worth considering on steam but an
absolute must buy on iPad largely due to the touch controls being a more preferable way to play and the much more attractive
price tag.

A KEY WAS PROVIDED BY THE DEVELOPER FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS REVIEW BUT I AS NOT PAID IN
ANYWAY. MY THOUGHTS AND OPINIONS ARE MY OWN.
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